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Make Templates for Bends

Part 36 - More on ailerons
and linkages

!J Sketch of wing and torque rods
at angle needed for differential

[JSrodSunder wing in this example)

This angle is that required
between torque rod upright
and end that fits in aileron,

in side elevation I
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Figure 14.99

do this is to forget to do it once: after that, you'll remember every
time!

Making the bend requires care, as it must be reasonably precise in
two planes. In plan view, it should be a right-angle [Fig. 14.58, Cl so
that the aileron can be slipped onto the hinges and the torque rod
together, In side elevation, it must account for both the angle ac Which
it fits into the aileron and the amount of rake on the upright end. The
best way to make this bend is first to drill the fixing holes in the
ailerons to the exact diameter of the rod, or just fractionally smaller if
you don't have a bit of the right size: aim for them to be at identical
angles in side view, and perpendicular to the hinge line in plen, The
chances are there will be slight differences, but these don't mat:t;er as
the bends made later can compensate for them, With an aileron flaI
on the bench put the drill bit in the hole and draw along it onto a piece
of card held vertically alongside (Fig. 14.99, A): this will mark the
angle of the hole relative to the aileron bottom, Repeat on the other
aileron; if the angle is identical the same card and line will do, other
wise use a second piece of card, and mark each to correspond with
their respective ailerons. Keeping the same edge of the card on Ihe .
bench, draw on it the angle needed on the torque rod uprights [this
will be the same on both) using a sketch [Fig. 14,99, Bl, or copied
from the plan if shown there, or by eye, The lines intersect at the
angle at which the bend needs to be made relative to the upright in
side elevation, and will be the same on each aileron only if the holes
for the rods were drilled at exactly the same angle, The cards can
now be used as templates when forming the bends,

Forming the bend accurately at the aileron end is less easy t;han
might be hoped, largely because it is separated from the uprigh;; by a
length of rod, Often you have to settle for making the bend as best you
can and then tweaking it into the correct angle afterwards, sighcing
along the rod onto the template, Grip the wire with pliers so that the
mark for the bend is just at the edge of the jaws, then twist the wire
in the jaws to get the upright at the angle of the templace to the hori
zontal(Fig. 14.100, A). Grip just beyond the mark with a second pair
of pliers, or put a sturdy tube onto the free end of the wire almost; up
to the pliers (Fig. 14.100, 8], and pull the wire inw the bec1d keepl:lg
the pull es horizontal as possible until it a right-angle is formed, Ihen
check it by sighting egainst the template (Fig. 14.100, C). If it; needs
adjusting, grip the base of the upright with a pair of pliers, and the
aileron spigot with another, and apply a sharp twist to correcc Lhe
angle; you mey need to do this several times. Remember to make the

Figure 14.98 Measure Bearings and Bends

Bend the torque rods
Commercially produced torque rods are usually supplied with the servo
end bent at 90 degrees to the main rod, together with bearing tubes
and push rod attachments, leaving only the bend at the aileron end to
be made, If the ~'"i"g has significant dihedral it may be advantageous
to make these bends sharper in order to avoid the two torque rods
jamming against; each other. The length of the bearing tubes (Fig.
14.98, A) can be determined by measurement, having decided where
the inboard ends of the rods will be, and they should be cut a little
shorter than the space available to prevent them being so tight
against the inboard ends of the rods that they inhibit free movement.
Any sideways free movement is not a problem, because when every
thing is assembled, the torque rods are prevented from moving side
ways in the bearing cubes by the ailerons being held in position by the
hinges. Also to be detef'mined by measurement is the position at
which a bend is needed [Fig. 14.98, B) to produce the projection to
fit into the aileron. This should be centred as closely as possible in the
block provided for it, though positioning is not critical except with a
narrow block, and a small allowance of about one thickness of the wire
should be made for the internal radius of the bend; mark the rod at
that point with a permanent marker [tip: mark one rod in red for the
port side and the other green for starboard, to avoid confusion later).
Before that bend is made, the bearing tubes must be cut to length
and slipped onto the rods, of course, The easiest way to remember to

Other considerations regarding differential
The above methods are the only ways of producing differential when
using a single aileron servo, and in fact only moderate differential can
be produced, approaching 2: 1 measured as the linear deflection of
the aileron trailing edge, or about 1.5: 1 in angular terms, without
combining the two methods. It is not possible using these to have a
situation where one aileron moves while the other remains at neutral

[infinite differential] since each push rod moves equally in opposite
directions as the servo arm rotates.

The connection sysc;o;mmust be taken into account when bending the
torque rods to shape. If later a connection point not on the torque rod
axis is moved up or down the rod as a means of adjusting the amount
of aileron movement, it will alter the effective rake and the differential
with it. The pushrod will need some adjustment to bring the aileron
back to its neutral position, but the angle between the pushrod and
t;he torque rod will inevitably change, This may not be seen as particu
larly important, but it can introduce negative differential where none,
or only a small positive amount, was previously set. To minimise this
effect, connection holes should be made as close as possible to the
torque rods: projecting lugs (ref: e.g. Fig, 7.29, A) should be re
drilled, if possible, to achieve this,

Good kits and plans Irvill define the differential needed, usually
expressed as different eileron deflections up and down, but are unlikely
to show how this is obtained, so you may have to do a little experimen
tation or drawing to wo,"k it out. If in doubt, err on the side of positive
differential.
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Torque Rods in Wings
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Figure 14.102

Figure 14.103 Groove for Centre Hinges

Groove the facings
The facings now need to be grooved to accolllillodate the torque
rods, and channels cut in the wings to sink them to the correct depth.
With centre-hinging, a groove is required in the apex of the hinge line
from the root of the aileron to the torque-rod fixing hole [Fig.
14.103, A}, with a matching one on the wing facing [Fig, 14.103,
B). The groove on the wing should not be a ciose fit on the torque
rod, as it must permit it to rotate without friction as the aileron is
deflected, and the groove can be made by using a sharpened tube
along the facing, after notching the end cap. Alternatively, cut a V
groove and open it out to semi-circular with a round file. Where the
torque rod enters the aileron a radius should be put in the end of the
groove (Fig. 14.103, Cl so the rod can sink in fuliy. The groove in the
wing facing can be just a rectangular-section channel, but if a semi-cir
cular section is wanted it is best made by cutting a V-groove first, and
then finishing it with a riffler, or with a sharpened tube bent near the
end. Then a channel is needed in the wing so the rods and bearing
tubes can be sunk on a continuation of the hinge line [Fig. 14.103,
D). I would normally cut this from the underside of the wing so it is
unobtrusive when the model is finished, but if the torque rods stand
above the wing this means making holes the full depth of the wing so
the uprights can pass through from underneath. If you don't want to
do this, cut the troughs from above: whichever. make them deep
enough to take adhesive (usually epoxy) under the bearing tubes, and
start by taking off a strip of veneer. At the upright ends, V-slots are
needed to allow the uprights to swing {Fig. 14.103, El; these should
be cut deep and wide enough to be faced with balsa before the rods
are finally glued in and buried.

the rod and to permit the aileron to move as required. The rods are
not to be glued to wing or aileron until after the wing panels are
joined.
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3\..) Sturdy tube alternative, to one pair of pliers
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twist ends in opposite
directions until correct

Figure 14.100 Bend the Aileron End
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second rod of the opposite hand. arid to use the other template. If you
have a bending jig [ref. Fig. 8.83) it will substitute for the pliers and
,~ but you will still need to position the rods to get the correct angle
L ."een the ends. For rods of about 12swg and thicker a vice may be
needed to hold the rod, with blocks that can grip it without crushing
the bearing tube. With really thick wire you may need to heat it with a
blowlamp or gas flame to soften it enough to bend.

However, a temporary jig [Fig. 14.101) will enable the bends to be
formed more accurately if you want to take the trouble. Nail a strip of
:hi.mish hard wood [e.g. 1/4" ply) onto the bench (or onto a flat block
Clf wood) at the edge. in width slightly greater than the length of the
bearing tubes, and tape the template to the bench edge so that one
line on the template is along the front top 'edge of the strip of wood.
Place the torque rod on the wood with the upright along the other line
of the template and the horizontal portion at right-angles to the bench
edge, so that the length containing the bend to be made projects over
the back edge of the strip. A few panel pins knocked closely around
the rod. clear of the bearing tube, will prevent it from moving out of
position as the bend is made. From above, grip the overhanging rod
by the bend mark with two pairs of pliers held vertically; keep the
noses in contact with the bench and pull the bend; the motion will be
horizontal so long as the pliers remain in contact with the bench. For
the other rod, put the template on facing the other way and repeat
the process, pulling in the opposite direction to give a rod of the other
hand.

1nitia!

Figure 14.101~
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Fit the torque rods
This process varies dependent on top- or centre-hinging, and whether
the torque rods project above or below the wing. When projecting
above the wings, the torque rods should fit as shown in Figure
14.102; projecting below. the view is different but the construction is
essentially the same. Various grooves and slots are needed to house

When top-hinging, grooves in the facings must be made along the
top corners. and a sharpened tube is ideol for the quarter-round one
on the aileron (Fig. 14,104, A), and again a radius is needed at the
entry to the hole (Fig. 14.104, Bl. The groove on the wing can be
formed easily by two cuts to make a squared-off space for the rod
(Fig. 14.104, Cl. or it can be finished to quarter-round if you are a--------------------------------------------------...,,~~
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No action needed
with strip hinges.
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Make shallow grooves or notches to
allow knuckles to fit equally into
both facings.

Refit the ailerons
Assemble the ailerons, hinges and torque rods to check the fit and move
ment. With leaf and point hinges it 1'Vi1lbe necessary to remove a small
amount of wood from al'Ound the hinges on both facings to allow them to
sink in until the pins are precisely on the hinge line (Fig. 14.1061, so the fac
ings can meet along that line with virtually no gap remaining. Male any other
adju'stments needed to bring everything into line and allow full and free move
ment of the ailenons, then disassemble ready for joining the wings .•

Check and adjust the bends
When the grooves are cut, final adjustment of the bend can be done. Cut
the aileron end of the torque rod to length, file off any bum;, and fit it to the
aileron; it should sit snugly in the groove to half its thickness. If it's held off,
check the radius on the entry and length and trim if necessary; if the rod
and groove are not parallel (Fig. 14.105, AJ adjust the bend. When the
rods sit snugly in the grooves to half their thickness, tape them in position
and sit both ailerons on the bench, root towards root, with the facings
against a straightedge so the uprights touch (Fig. 14.105, B). Sight along
them from one end and they should appear as one (Fig. 14.105, Cl. If they
are at different angles [Fig. 14.105, 01, use a template to see which needs
attention, and adjust; one or both rods by twisting the ends [teke them off the
ailencns to do this]. If out of position (Fig. 14.105, El, deepen or pack the
grooves.

Figure 14.104 Groove for Top Hinges

perfectionist. To house the inner part of the torque rod, this groove needs
m be continued to just beyond where the upright will be, and made deeper
and wider to fit tl-Jebearing tube (Fig. 14.104, DJ;remove a strip of veneer
from the wing surface before cutting this section. If the uprights project
above the wing and the range of movement of the torque rods is small, very
small V-slots may be enough, or even none; if they project below the wing, V
slots will be needed as for centre-hinging, cut in from the underside.

. Figure 14.105
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